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LONG BEACH, Miss.—Ellen the Murray Rotary,Club was told movies, alcohol, drugs,
High Youth Fellowship will meet Such a program in Murray
etc., because the Word of God race in eastern Louisville. Lacey probably be sometime early next fires were imminent.
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physical exercise, and yes, even prayer! I'd tell her to stay
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sober and to avoid temptatioa, and to write to you every day!
And that, G. I.. is my answer to you, and to all your buddies
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III the same lonesome boat. Sincerely,
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DEAR ASHY: I arrived at Osan Base two weeks ago. As
part of my orientation, I attended a briefing by the Base

SATURDAY—JANUARY IL 1971

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGEE a TIMES FILE

NEWS SUMMARY

Herr it is:
"I thought you might like a copy of a letter written to
Dear Abby and her reply. I suggest that you fold it lip and

Halley Carter, age 55, died toaay at his home at 803 West Main

Street.
"A Guide to the Future" has been prepared by the Calloway
County Extension Service with help from the Calloway County
Agricultural Extension Council and the County Agent's staff.
An average of $43.27 was reported for sale of dark fired tobacco
on the opening day of sale on the Murray Market.
Mrs. Allie Harrell of Murray Route Two is visitng her sister,
Mrs. Mercedes Maupin and family of Los Angeles, California.

incentive to say "no" again and perhapallepray.

DEAR ABBY: My problem is one that bothers thousands
of other G. L's so I hope you will print your answer because
it is needed badly. I am a happily married man with a
wonderful wife and two small children back in the states.
I've been in Korea for four months. After living a normal life
for three years, what is a young, healthy man supposed to do
for his physical needs?
There are 12 women for every G. I. over here, and the
„women practically throw themselves at our feet. Don't get
ine wrong, Abby. I love my wife and always will, but I have
a long hitch over here and I am only human. This letter is
sincere, and I am not ashamed to sign my name, but if you
use it, please sign me,

LEDGER & TIMES FILE
If

Bobby Hutchens, son of Mr. and Mrs. Walter Hutchens, left
January 1 for San Diego, California, as a volunteer in the U. S.
Navy.
J. M. Venable of Murray Route One was paid $67 per hundred
weight for two baskets of burley in Mayfield last week. They
weighed 250 and 218 pounds.
Ronald Churchill, representing Dublin Buick Company of
Murray, attended the 1951 Buick opening held at the Shamrock
Hotel, Houston, Texas.
Highway 68 at Cadiz is still closed today as water is still over the
road west of Cadiz.

And Abby's reply
DEAR G. I.: Assume for a moment that I received the
following letter:

When I become a man, I pat away childish things.—I Corinthians 13:11.
Faith-finds the present and the future to be more exciting than
t th a!,‘1•
,

David Clay, who directs the air
pollution control project at the
TVA Shawnee Steam Plant near
Paducah, will speak to the
Kentucky Lake Section of the
American Chemical Society at a
Paducah meeting Jan. 20.
Following a 7 a.m dinner at
Boswell's Restaurant, Clay will
address the group on "S02
Control from Power Plant
Stacks." The Paducahan is the
officer in charge of a program at
the TVA facility to curtail
pollution by a limestone injection
method.
Clay earned the B. S. degree in
chemical engineering at Purdue
University in 1967 and the M. A.

degree in chemical engineering
at the University of California at
Berkley in 1969.
Presently employed by the U.
S. Public Health Service with
assignment in the Environmentai
Protection Agency of the Air
Pollution Control Office, he has
been in Paducah 16 months. He
served as coordinator of the
Cleaner Air Week in the city Oct.
25-31, 1970.
The Kentucky Lake Section of
the ACS is made up of industrial,
academic and research chemists
from throughout the area.

The Almanac

STATT GOVERNMENT'S
WEEK OF 4CTIVI1'V
it battlEF

DEAR ABBY: I am a happily married woman with a
wonderful husband and two small children. My husband has
been in Viet Nam for four months. After living a normal
married life for three years, what is a young, healthy woman
/wired to do for her physical needs? There are plenty of
was aroubd, and when they learn my husband is in Viet
With, they practically throw themselves at my feet.
Don't get me wrong, Abby. I love my husband anti i
always will, but he's going to be gone a long time and I ant 'CITIES—Eleven Kentucky communities have been
designated
[signed) G I 's WIPE
only human.
1970 All-Kentucky Cities by the state Chamber of Commerce.
Well. G. I., I would tell that woman to keep as busy as They are Carlisle, Corbin, Elizabethtown, Georgetown, Leitpassibte with her duties sad as many Wholesome activities as chfield, Marion, Morganfield, Pikeville, Pineville, Somerset and
her time and energy permit...11 loggest reading. exhausting Wickliffe

. Bible Thoughtfor Today

ACS to Hear David
Clay January 20

By United Press International
Today is Saturday, Jan. 16,
By Gary G. Huddleston
the 16th day of 1971.
The moon is between its full
PARKS—Shirley W. Palmer-Ball has been named assistant
commissioner of Parks by Gov. Louie B. Nunn following his phase and last quarter.
transfer ES head of the Alcoholic Beverage Control Commission. The morning stars are.
Quinn F. Pearl Sr., Lebanon, will succeed Palmer-Ball as ABC
Mercury, Venus, Jupiter and
head.
Mars.
The evening star is Saturn.
HIGHWAYS—The Kentucky Turnpike Authority has authorized
Those born on this date are
the sale of $100 million in toll road revenue bonds to finance a
major part of the Owensboro-Bowling Green-Somerset parkways under the sign of Capricorn.
American designer Samuel
and the Daniel Boone Parkway.
McIntire was born on Jan. 16,
CROPS—Southern leaf blight, which ruined some 35 per cent of 1757,
On this date in history:
Kentucky's corn crop this year, was the main cause of a $23
In 1833 the U. S. Civil Service
million drop from 1969 in the state's total farm crop valae, according to projections from the Kentucky Crop and Livestock was established.
Reporting Service.
In 1920 Saloons in the United
PRESERVE—A feasibility study now underway in the Depart- States closed their doors as the
ment of Natural Resources will assees the recreational and Volstead Act to enforce Prohibihistorical potential of 33 East and Central Kentucky counties, and tion went into effect.
may lead to designation of the area as a National Recreation
In 1952 Russia ordered all
Preserve.
foreign diplomats in Moscow to
RAIL—The Kentucky Railroad Commission has told U.S. limit their movements to within
Transportation Secretary John A. Volpe it is vitally interested in 25 miles of the city, purported])
retaining the state's five remaining rail passenger routes, arisen to stop spying on military
installations.
the service begins operation under a new system May 1.
In 1961 a "Texas tower"
SOCIETY—Dr. Hambleton Tapp has been selected as assistant radar station sank in the
director of the Kentucky Historical Society and editor of its Atlantic ocean, killing 28 men.
publication.

pin it in your billfold. Every time you are tempted to stray,
take it out and read it. It may pre,* that little extra

20 Years Ago Today
(L

Hate to write letters? Seed H to Abby. Bea ROM, Las
Angeles, Cal. MSS. lee Abby's booklet, "Haw is Writs Letiers ler AU Occasions."

Chaplain. I was given a folder, and inside it was the enclosed
article from your column.
You would be doing these men and the country a great
service if you would phlalliih it again.
Good heiM tiliyim and years!
JOHN D. HERBERT [MAJOR]

RI

an

What's your problem! Paoli (eel bitter If yes get it off
your chest. Write to ABBY, Box MN, Lim Angeles, Cal.
Mel. For a personal reply escime stamped, addressed
eavelope.

By Abigail Van Buren

"The Outstanding Civic Asset el a Community is the
integrity et its Newspaper^

Pa

I

DEAR ABBY: I am a blind girl 23 years old and my
problem is that I have tripped and poked a lot of people with
rny cane because many people with vision do not understand
hy blind people use canes. They are to help us "see" what
n head of us—not to help us walk!
So, Abby, please be a friend, and tell those who can see
to please use their eyes and keep their noses out of their
newspapers when they see someone with a white cane and
green handle [or a red tip].
We don't want to initiate any new members into our club.
Accidents can cause blind as.
LINDA FOR THE LIGHTHOUSE

103 N. 4th Street. Murray. Kentucky 42971. Phone 753-1916
JAMES C. WILLIAM/3, PUBLISHER
right to reject any Advertising, Letters to lls. Editor,
the
reserve
We
or Public Voice items which, in our opinion. are not for the best
interest of our readers.
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A thought for today: Humorist Ogden Nash said, "Women
would rather be right than
reasonable."
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LONG MEMORIES
MEXICO CITY I UPI —An
esaaped murdered was captured when his car stopped for
Deaths reported this week are Mrs. Frances Adelina Hart, age a red light in front of police
Si, Henry W. Jones, age 76, R. W. Chrisman, age 94, Lemuel W. headquarters, police said today.
Lem) Rowland, age 84, Mrs. Alice Rayburn, age 76, Rev. John
Efren Mendez Duenas, 35,
Watson Waters, Groover Key, Clifford Farris, age 21, Mrs. Nancy was recognized Wednesday by
age
Lee,
56.
Burnett
Jane Lamb Charlton, age 74, and
two policemen, whose patrol
Clayton Williams, 155 pound junior halfback, son of Mr. and car had pulled up next to
Mrs. R. L. Williams, was named captain of the Murray High Mendez' auto while waiting for
School football team for 1941.
the light to change. He was
Dr. A. F. Russell, Murray State College physician. left last unarmed and seized without a
week for Fort Barrancas, Fla., where he is stationed in the struggle. He, had escaped from
hospital corps in the national defense program.
prison in 1968.
Miss Idelle Batts of Fulton was married to Dr.11. B.Batley,Jr.,
-9 thought the police had
of _Murray on January 11.
forgotten what I looked like,"
Coffee is advertised at 14 cents per pounds or three pounds for Mendez said.
39 cents in the Kroger advertisement.

"Bro
Beagl
good.
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Hospital Report
' January 12, 1971
ADULTS 104
NURSERY 2
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS

SPECIALS!
January 18, January 19, January 20

Tenn. area!

Corn. In
Ladies'
or Men's

.•

-74E11141R14-ADMISS/01(
Baby Boy Stokes (Mrs. Dina
Stokes), Rt. 5, Murray.

exact gallon size of

DiSIUSSALS
Mrs. Effie Copeland, Rt. I Box
Ralph,
Farmington,
206,
Carraway, Rt. 2, Hazel,
;'. Taylor, Rt 7, MiMeer---11%.
Elizabeth Marshall, Halal,
Master7Ohnny Coleman, Rt. I,
7-- ---'
Dexter. Mrs. Clorene Farley,
1615 Ryan. Murray. Mrs. Maude
.
Kev. $04 N th. Murray. Richard
Wier. Rt..). Aline. Mies Eppla
i From CcifiV.- DIV 71.
•

4'

bigger than 900
gallons). Your guess
may wiria free 10-gal.
tank set!
Slack Suits, Suede And Fur Trim, Formal And Maxi Garments Extra.

on 'yoUr

USE OUR
CQNVENIENT
WINDO

' LONG
WEEK

INCOME TAX
G.A. . ,
r
UP

W. guarantee en rot 0'4 rtr•pOr otion of evisry tox return.
if we rprok• any errors that cost you any penalty or
. ,,, ter est, we wIll pay the penalty or mte,rest

SHIRT
SPECIAL!
Laundered.to perfection!
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5

FOR $

00

Open Daily

SPECIALS
ON
Fish and Supplies
starting

SATURDAY, Jan.1 6

FREE PARKING

Folded or on Hangers

III

•
a

7 0.M. til 6 p.m.

•

One HOUR
DRY cLeaneRs

CENTRAL SHOPPTNG
CENTER

AMERICAS LARGEST TAX SERVICE WITH OVER S000 OFFICES

National Hotel 43Idg , Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-9204
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largest display aquarium

CHEERING THEM ON
HALIFAX, England (UPI)—
AIR FARE RISE?
The local soccer team draws so
WASHINGTON (UPI) —Unitfew fans that the club today
ed Air Lines, which lost 840
said it will play tape recordings
million last year, has asked the
of crowd noises on a loudspeakgovernment to let it raise coach
er to cheer the players on.
fares by $2 in 22 market areas
involving flights of less than 500
miles.
The routes involved ate in or Pennsylvania, Ohio, New York,
Virginia
and
North
among , the states of Iowa, West
Illinois, Michigan, Indiana, Carolina, plus Washington, D.C.

DISMISSALS
Delbert Negrsome, 106 S. 13th,
...Murray, Miss Jinet Roland, Rt.
1, Alrno, Mrs.Zennette Smith, Rt.
1, Farmington, Mrs. 4etty
' Darnell, Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs.
Debra Henderson and Baby Girl,
• Rt. 1, Sedalisr-Velvin Allbritten,
1609 Miller, Murray, Mrs, cant
Jones,203 N..13th, Murray,Glenn
•- Richardson, 1602 ParitiarreDr4—
..>: Murray, Mrs. Bonnie Winchester
t slid .Baby Girl, Rt. 5, Murray,
Joseph Cruteher, 407 N. 3rd St.,
.- Murray, Mrs. Constance Russell,
_.' 1293 Foplat St.., Murray.
Granville'Pierson, Rt. 6 Box 277,
• Murray, Mrs. bra Miller, Rt. 5,
Benton.
January 13, 1971
ADULTS 105
NURSERY 3
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Bass Club
Holds Meet

Bass Tourney

GULF SERVICE
•

C. IL

Our New Gun Department
Is Now Open!
All Makes of Guns

cam as.

II

STOP
AND F ILL-UP
AT

•

II

MARTIN
OIL PRODUCTS

* Choreke,

* Alumacratt

* Febuglas
* Monark.

Bulk Distributor
1109 Pogue Avenue.
Phone 753-4652

* Alpax

NA-CHUFtS
Liquid Fertilizer

JOHNSON MOTORS
Sales and Service
Phone 436-5496
New Concord. Ky

WE'LL TRADE FOR ANYTHING!

Avois...„,106-0
Ill 11:111,1 :1

RESORT

RICHARD ORR
MST. CO.
•

5th and Main Streets
Murray, Recheck,

CYPRESS SPRINGS

STANDARD
OIL

HELP PRESERVE
OUR WILDLIFE.

Phone '7 53-51162 *

VERRLE TAYLOR

Longriflemen, Winners From
The Start Are Still Improving

Eagle Weekend
February 12-14

miw'm

ing

IH674.1LY

FRANKFORT, Ky.—Early in Liberty, are the only two
January, the Board of Directors members of the original ten-man
of team who are still shooting.
Corps
of Kentucky's
Hockersmith,
Longriflemen will meet to plan a
John
And
slate of activities for the corning Salvisa, who accompanied the
year.
1963 team to Pennsylvania as an
The schedule will include untrained observer and became
demonstrations of flintlock interested in the sport, is now the
old-time Kentuckians' top shooter, and
weapons, staged
shooting matches, hunts and two was offhand champion at
shoot-outs against an adversary Friendship last year.
team from Tennessee.
Van Divier, a shooter with the
The fact that the com- team for a number of years, first
sharpshooting became interested in the
monwealth's
promoters will have few free manufacture of longrifles.
weekends during a busy 1971,
After retiring from the U. S.
tells much about the success Army as a Colonel a few years
story of this relatively new group. ago,the Mercer Co. native settled
According to Corps President near Elizabethtown and began
Divier making longrifles in a garage gun
Van
M.
James
(pronounced van-'de-veer), the shop.
group including the elite He has since built 30 or 35 for
longrifle Team, has been a selected customers, and quotes
winner from the beginning.
an average price of $3504400for a
The beginning dates from 1963, finished Van Divier original.
after a group of Pennsylvanians He qualified for the 1963 team
"Eagles Revisited" is an ex- ditional information write or call who claimed the Kentucky Long with the first rifle he made, and
citing special weekend program Kentucky Darn Village State Rifle should have been named for has collected a deer, a wild
to be held at Kentucky Dam Park, Gilbertsville, Kentucky, their state, made a well- turkey and a bear during
Village State Resort Park and phone 502-362-4271; or Central publicized journey to the primitive-weapon hunts.
He is optimistic about the
Land Between the Lakes Reservations, Kentucky Bluegrass.
February 12, 13, and 14. The Department of Parks, Frankfort, They rode horseback down the Longrifle Team's future, and
public is encouraged to make Kentucky 40601, phone 800-372- Appalachian Mountains, through says the interest shown by the
their reservations right away for 2961. The Frankfort phone Cumberland Gap and on,. to Tennesseans ensures the conthe action-packed weekend which number is toll free anywhere in Frankfort to challenge Kentucky tinuation of the twice yearly
making to a shotting match.
When
matches.
is one of a series of field Kentucky.
naturalist workshops sponsored reservations please specify that Terms of the challenge in- Other states have considered
"Eagles cluded the stipulation that if fielding a team, but scheduling
by the Kentucky Department of they are for the
is
,
Tow
Park). A similar weekend Revisited" weekend at Kentucky Kentucky lost to their opponents has posed a prohlem in the past.
program, "A Visit With The Dam Village State Resort Park. from the North, the name of the He said some New York enKy.—Jig hook becoming lodged in a
" frontier-era weapon would be thusiasts have promised to send a FRANKFORT,
Eagles," was held at Kentucky
changed.
group to compete at the Daniel fishing hasn't amounted to much treetop or on a stump. Usually a
pain Village last year.
The challenge was accepted by Boone Festival in October at so far this season, but the time is cork, fairly good sized, is placed
Highlighting the weekend
state officials, and a call went out Barbourville, the scene of the not far off when good catches will about 18 inches above the hook.
activities will be guided field
to longrifle enthusiasts, including Kentucky-Tennessee shoot-out. be made. Already some fisher- This is when the water color is
trips to Land Between the Lakes
Van Divier, to form a team and As to the added competition, men are catching fish, especially such that visibility stops at eight
to observe the majestic bald and
prepare for the upcoming match. Van Divier would say the Ken- in Lake Cumberland and Barren inches to one foot.
golden eagles that visit the area
The first match was held in 1963 tucky Longriflemen haven't and Rough River lakes.
in the winter. Land Between the
Now,the hook is garnished with
Lakes is TVA's big 170,000-acre .The Kentucky Lake Bass Club at the site of Daniel ,Boone's backed away from a challenge The conventional night
Some fishermen
nightcrawlers.
near yet.
artificial,
'
and
live
both
outdoor recreation area between met recently at the - Hoiklay parents' 'homestead
crawlers,
Reading, Pa., and the Kentucky Could it be that their fantastic are being used in Lake Cum- use the artificial type as a base,
Kentucky Lake and Lake Barkley Restaurant at Aurora.
Art Reid, President of Baas teain
record of victories has frightened berland but the best results in the with live nightcrawlers added to
in west Kentucky and Tennessee.
as many
Other interesting species of Casters Angling Society, Car- The Arietory not only ensured a few potential opponents?
other two lakes, probably give more action. Often
used—
are
nightcrawlers
guest
was
the
Illinois,
four
its
as
bondale,
retain
would
the
Between
longrifle
them,
use
Land
in
the
people
wildlife
because more
better action
Lakes include wild turkey, speaker. He presented the Cluti-(entucky name, but also won for
are from dollflies, garnished with and they give a
down. Now
Canada geese, white-tailed and with a trophy for winning-1r the champions a valuable,
a black pork rind tail. Big bass when jigged up and
fallow deer, a variety of ducks, recent Southern Illinois Bas showcase longrifle which now
have been taken in the latter two the gear is ready.
Busters - Kentucky lake Bans hangs in the office of Gov. Louie
and bobcats.
lakes, although the number Here's how a fisherman would
B. Nunn.
The weekend program will be Club Tournament.
caught is not great.
use it:
Bill Jones was presented' h Three additional shoot-outs
under the supervision of John
Lake Monroe at Bloomington, But soon jigging will be unthe
of
bass
year
largest
for
following
trophy
the
in
Naturalist,
held
major
were
a
the
of
Park
sight
State
of
the
be
most
Tierneh,
derway in
Indiana will
He sculls his boat (a trolling
t, which weighed 610, and-a-half, all won by Kentucky; national bass fishing tournament impoundments;
the motor may be used) about eight
for
and George Kinkead, Director of
the
and Pennsylvania decided
Recreation for the Departmerll 2oz.
in late April. Sponsored by Bass uninitiated, the method and feet from the water's edge. As he
Reid also discussed the plans muzzleloader competition wasn't Caster's' Angling Society; a tackle is hereby described. (The moves silently along, he dips the
of Parks. Among the outstaliding
fishing description may not suit the nightcrawler into the water
bass
national
field leaders and speakers will be for the Kentucky Lake -la- such a good idea aff,er all.
Robert M. Howes, Director, and vitational Tournament scheduled Since then, in one match with organization with members in 33 procedure of all fishermen, but around stumps and stickups and
Dr. Ray Nall, staff biologist, of for June. The Kentucky Lake an Ohio team, and 12 against states, the Lake Monroe In- the rig and the method is the most fallen tress or over cockleburrs
ennessee, the Longrifle Team vitational offers a guaranteed accepted, statewide.)
Land tlatween the Lakes; Dr. Bass Club will co-host
or blackberry bushes or other
West
with
tournament
dell
Dr.
s won all but two.
and
Hancock
cash purse of $7,500, plus trophies For the rig, a 10 to 12-foot-long cover, along the edge of the lake.
Hipter
La
Vacation
And Van Divier insists the to 30 placements and numero rigid pole may be used, made of
"Peterson of Murray State Kentucky
He dabbles the bait into the
team gets better each year.
valuable prizes.
University; Dr. Herb Shadowen, Association.
either bamboo or glass. To the water, picking it up and setting it
ar
presented
was
Bill Jones
As evidence, he points to the
Western Kentucky University;
Co-hosted by the Bloomington end of this pole, attach a line of down very quietly, but never
and other wildlife lecturers and patch as Mr. Bass 1970 as a resul original team's average of 80 per Chamber of Commerce and the not under 50-pound test. The line allowing the cork to hit the water.
field leaders. In addition to the of club tournaments held during cent of a perfect score, while last Lake Monroe Bass Buster Club, may vary from four to six feet
The bass, when the water is
ear's shooters scored over 90 the two-day lure flinging contest It is a good idea to run the line
field trips and lectures there will 1970.
will be timid in hitting and
cold,
th
welcomed
per cent of perfect.
be wildlife films available The club
takes place April 30-May 1 on the the length of the pole, wrapping it'experience often may be
following new members—Dayikt He attributes the continued 10,000 acre five year old reser- to the pole by tape, so that should
throughout the weekend.
necessary to detect the very
Brochures for the "Eagles Myers, Steve Fugate and Garj improvement to the group's voir. Experts of that area predict the pole break, the line will be slight knock. But when the knock
set
is
meeting
next
policy of holding tryouts an- that bass fishing will be at its available to save the fish. To the
Revisited" weekend will be Hardin. The
comes, the fisherman asts the
available within the next two for February 1, 7:00 p.m., at dm nually.
peak at that time.
of the line, attach a book of cork very lightly on the Water
pc
Restaurant.
Holiday
regardless
ador
shooter,
"Each
reservations
weeks. For
-“It's an ideal time of spring to the 441to 11.0 size, depending on surface and allows the fish to
ac- hold a tournament of this kind,"
year's
previous
his
the size of the fish you're-after. If "TAKE" THE LURE. "Taking"
complishments, must again said Art Reid, president of Bass you know there are lunkers
means allowing the fish to bobble
prove himself against the state's Caster's Angling Society. "Bass around then a larger hook is
the cork slightly several times
explained.
he
marksmen,"
best
should be shallow, and Lake advisable. The sizes given are and then allowing it to take off in
He added, "I don't believe Monroe has produced some merely the most commonly used.
its run. This will cause the cork to
there are ten shooters in the tremendous fishing in past Immediately above the hook
go completely beneath the water.
world who could outshoot us springs for such a young lake." place a fairly heavy sinker,
When the run has progressed to
now."
Reid emphasized that the $7,500 which may be of the barrel the point where the line becomes
Although he attributes much of purse is a minimum offering to variety. This is so it will ride
tight as the tip of the pole is
their success to an overall team contestants. "It could and right on top of the hook when
lowered to the water's surface,
effort, Van Divier points with probably will go much higher jigged and will, therefore, tend
then, with a mightly jerk, hoist
pr.ode to individual honors won by than that figure," he stressed. "If to lessen the possibility of the
the bass bodily out of the water
Longriflemen.
past tournaments are a criterion
and into the boat.
Waldo I.acy , of Grassy Creek in there will be an additional $3,000 great grand-parents or the whig
Morgan Co., has won nine to $5,000 in prizes given to con- rose coverlet that you kept
This is the most accepted
championships at the National testants." For this amount of hidden in a trunk or the mallet
method, although each jig
Muzzleloading matches held prize money the entry fee is a and froe used by your pioneering
fisherman will have his inannually at Friendship, Indiana. modest $75.00 per person, Reid ancestors to split shakes for their
dividual method.
West
Lacy and Rex Maxey,
cabin roof,
pointed out.
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Ma.
and dclgs
to
kivwn'Pe°Pk
to apply
the truth
but if The
I shall attempt
'squib'
I hunt.
little were
tell anYclie'
“things"
them
help
may
it
hope
the
to
friends—with
myself—also pass it on
"at low tide".
"0, Lord help me to understand that you ain't qwine
nuthin'come my way that you and me can't handle togehter!"
I know that but—how 'cum' I forget it so often? Ma'am, I do
ind ed, thank you!
COON HUNTERS
We have too much on you for just one issue. Hang on, we will get
you next week. Before you score us too many minus points, just'
remember that is a lot of bull you are throwing and I wouldn't
dare omit one word. Next week we will all get what's corning to
us, them and me.
DUCK SEASON
DUCK SEASON CLOSES SUNDAY, JANUARY 17.

WARD - ELKINS

iro USED CARS

Supplies

MURRAY';

At•-•

With pen in hand I sign my—death warrant! A computer
couldn't sort and make sense of all the huntin' info gleaned
yesterday. 01' friend, if you can make heads or tails of any of it,
you're wlecomed to try. Along the way you just may discover
you're removing buckshot and blades from the 'tacit part of your
front', but you are among friends.
A likely location for a variety of sportsmen—Steele and
Allbritten Plumbing and Electric. This company houses quail and
rabbit hunters and fishermen. O.K., enter!
B. C. ALLBRITTEN: Question: Have youbeen fishing lately?
Answer: Last July, Exit one Mr. Allbritten. Period!
EARL STEELE: The interview sounded like this. (Me) You
owe me,son.(He)How much? I'll try to pay it. One picture say I.
The picture bit is an all too familiar story. He carried the camera,
on the last hunt, but upon arriving at the hunting site it was
raining and as dark as the inside of a hat. This will be no picture
taking day, therefore, camera stays in truck. Walk. Flush large
convey, dogs on beautiful point, sun burst out in a blaze of glory—
No Camera! Hunters,
: L.D. FLORA, a sitter, "Sissy" and a
pointer, "Buck". EARL STEELE, a sitter 'Rowdy" and two
pointers,"Jim" and "Jack". Location of hunt: out a ways from
Paris, Tennessee. How many did you take? We got—don't believe
a word he says comes from the office. This help from JAMES
HERNDON, A FISHERMAN: The storm which followed made
hurricane Betsy appear as an evening breeze. Wait a dern
minute,these aren't my usual birtidogs. What happened to—nope,
I've traded since you were here! Will there be time to tell rue
about these dogs, before you trade 'ern off? They look pretty good,
working good this season. Seasons' take, over two hundred so far.
Fishing vs. quail argument starting again. Earl fired one
parting shot as we were leaving. Quote: "All liars are not
fishermen—but all fishermen are liars!"
Next stop, Fitts Block & Ready Mix. Any 'bird men' here? No.
JACK DODD,is hunting today. He is the only one with time to go
bird hunting and that's where he is now.
Where now? Stokes Tractor and Implement Co. You know.
WILL EDD will be on another hunting trip, bqyou try anyway.
Not a quail man in the house, according to Mr STOKES, we
should a been here yesterday. Fourteen or more hunters swarming all over the place, floor covered with birds—and.so many
lies—I wish I'd had a tape recorder! Is WW Edd out quailing now?
No,on his way to the Bahama Islands. To where?? You mean he
has to go that far looking for birds? No. We won an all expense
paid trip for ode. Today I'm really a smart alec; naturally I say
for what? Killing the most quail or telling the biggest tale? The
prize was a reward for meeting (or surpassing( the years quota.
Will Edd can tell you all about it when he returns on Monday.
Incidentally, he will stop over in Miami on Sunday to watch the
Super Bowl. So much for Quail hunters!
RABBIT HUNTERS
We were enjoying a rabbit story this morning and will relate it
to you just as it was told to us. Personally speaking, It's great.
What ever turns you on buddy.
What: A rabbit hunt. Where: Fultoft County. When: New Year's
Day. Why:food and fun. The who: Slightly more complicated, but
follow us if you are able.
RICHARD "RED" WOOODS and Beagles, "Lady", "Speck",
"Browine", Janey". and Sally. BILL CLEROENEN with
"Cricket" and 'Whitey". BILLY GREEN working "Pee Wee'',
"Jack", "Rocky", "Ed", "Sue", and "Whiskers". MITCHELL
HILL—"King", "Tiney" and "Jack". JIM SHROADER and
"Brownie". MIKE FENNEL.
Beagles. Two cars are providing the 'how' to get there. So far, so
good. Uh-of, a slight hitch. One car "Throws a shoe' or something.
Okay, what to do? Simple. Guns, ammunition, six men and
seventeen Beagles, play sardines, and pack themselves into one
car At last, we're off 'like a herd of turtles' pullin' fer the creek.
Without further delay or incidents, we have made the scene.
Doors open . . . Men, guns and Beagles (all 17 of 'em) spill out
much like corn from a torn tow-sack. Now . . . pick your self up,
brush yourself off, get the gtais and follow the hounds. The hunt is
on! Only a hunter could accurately describe the pleasure and
thrill of walking with buddies, breathing deeply the crisp cold air,
absorbing the beauty and wonder of nature and above all
Watching these beautiful and intelligent Beagles work. Obviously
they worked well. Thirty-four rabbits were taken.
The hunt is finished—back into the sardine can, and head home,
A grocery store! Thirsty. Fall out, get a soda—talk Beagles and
rabbits. Owner and customer would "just love" to see a couple
of Beagles. Why not? We are now ready to open the 'trunk'. Use
your imagination, please. A crowd of-people expecting to see two
or three Beagles. Up comes the trunk lid and Beagles begin
poppin'out like pop-corn. Now you see 34 rabbits. Don't you know
eyes were 'a poppin'also? Last, we give away rabbits at the store,
and all the way home. Food anyone? Take all you need!
Boys, if you 'dreamed up' this story, I'll take two dozen a day.
As we leave you gentlemen, please allow me to apologize to Mr.
Bill Clendenen,for leaving him "out" of a hunting report. A year
or so ago, we mentioned everything and everyone, but Bill. His
friends aren't likely to forget(or allow me to) a thing like that. It
wasn't intentional, I assure you. "Call off" your buddies, boy. You
are in now!
CELIA GROGAN,Route 5, Murray. I appreciate the 'bouquet'.
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at the Masonic Hall at seven p.m.
New officers will be installed.
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6--The Wizard of Oz", Children's
The Sigma Department of the
The executive board of the The wedding of Miss Christine
Theatre production, will be at
lyogram presented by the
a
Murray
Woman's
Club
Mr.
of
held'
Murray State. Admission is fifty Kirksey School PTA will meet at Carolyn Jewell, daughter
en teachers, Mee.
kindergart
Harold Saunders Jewell their monthly meeting or
cents.
the home of Mrs. James Harrison and Mrs. Mich.,and James Earl Monday, January 11, at seven; Donnie Foust and Mrs. Kenneth
bf Detroit,
Winters.
at one p.m.
thirty o'clock in the evening.
Shaw, son of Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Old Gray Mare Debate
The teachers explained current
was
Paducah,
of
Shaw
Members convened in the trends and motives employed in
The WSCS of the Russells 'Bailey
Tournament will be held the
9,
January
Sigma Kindergarten room at the today's kindergarten programs.
Church solemnized Saturday,
at
second day at Murray State Chapel United Methodist
at six o'clock in the evening,
Robertson Elementary School for
church.
the
at
meet
will
is
Of special interest to Sigma
University. The topic
Hillvue Heights Baptist Church in
members was the outline given of
"Resolved, That the Federal
Green.
navy accessories. She carried a
Senior Recitals of Gareth Bowling
a -typical" day at Sigma KinGovernment Should Adopt A
clarinet, and Tom
Rev. Wyman Copass officiated French bouquet of white car- dergarten and the many special
Program of Comulsory Wage and Hardin,Salem,
nations.
French Horn, at the doubl:-ring ceremony.
Murray,
Harrigan,
ctivities which are planned
Price Controls."
The matron of honor was Mrs.
will be held at the Recital Hall, The bride was attired in a blue
w
with
Building,
Shaw,
sister-in-la
of the
Steven
Price Doyle Fine Arts
knit suit, complemented
A country music show will be
groom.
Murray State at eight p.m. No
the
of
Daughters
Unfied
held at the Ahno School, sponthe
The duties of best man were
charge and the public is invited.
Confederacy will have the Lee- performed by Jack Steven Shaw,
sored Dy the Almo PTA. The
luncheon
Jackson-Maury annual
doors will open at 5:45 p.m. and
brother of the groom.
Wednesday, January 20
five bands will be featured. A
at the Holiday Inn at 12 noon.
Garden
A reception was held, following
Palette
Nature's
The
away
given
be
country ham will
the ceremony,in the home of Mr.
with Mrs. Kenton
meet
will
Club
21
January
Thursday,
and refreshments will be sold.
and Mrs. Jack Steven Shaw.
Miller at 1:30 p.m.
The Home Department of the
. Mr. and Mrs. Jack B. Shaw,
meet
will
Club
Woman's
Murray
Sisterhood
PEO
of
M
Chapter
The Wadesboro Homemakers at the club house at two p.m. entertained with a dinner at
will have a luncheon at 12 noon at
will meet at the home of Hostesses will be Mesdames H. Kentucky Bell Restaurant.
Club
the home of Mrs. Henry
Clinton Burchett at 10:30 T. Waldrop, R. A. Stinker, Walter The newly-married couple are
Mrs.
McKenzie with Mrs. W. J. Pita.m.
Olga
Wilson, Will Rose, N. P. Hutson, both students at Murray State
man as rohostess. Mrs.
University.
H. B. Bailey.
and
Freeman will present the
The J. N-. Williams Chapter of
program.

throughout the year for the
students.
Mrs. Donald Keller presented
the thought for the day. The poem
she read suggeited how one
should think about things instead
of how one does think about
things.
The department chairman,
Mrs. Bailey Gore, presided at the
brief business meeting.

SCOTT DRUG

WILL BE OPEN EVERY SUNDAY
for your Drug, Prescription
and Sundry Needs
Open 12:00 a.m. till 6:00 p:m.
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SUNDAY BUFFET
Served Each Sunday
11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
$2.50 Including Drink, Dessert & Tax
2 PRICE FOR CHILDREN
1
/
Please the entire family... Bring them to the restaurant where dining is a pleasure. Excellent
food, fine service, homey atmosphere! Make it a
Sunday habit.
Dial 753-5986 for Reservations for Your
Bridge Club, Parties, Banquets, etc.
MON. thru FRI. BUFFET - - •
(including Drink and Tax)
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Mr. and Mrs. Avery Hayden
Bogard will have an open house
at their borne on Murray Route
Three from two to four p.m. in
celebration of their golden
weddifautradversary. All friends
and flifirlarAt are invited.
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Senior Art Shows of Margaret
Riley, Murray, and Dan Brown,
Pellville, open in the Kappa Pi
room, Fine Arts Buildiing,
Murray State, and will continue
until January 29. No charge and
the public is invited.
Senior Art Shows of Susan
and
Louisville,
Adams,
Mardynne Wasielewski, Point
Pleasant, N. J., open in the
Exhibition Hall, Price Doyle Fine
Arts Building, Murray State, and
will continue until January 29. No
charge and the public is invited.
The Women of St. John's
Episcopal Church will meet in the
home of Mrs. Earl Horan, 1719
Keeneland Drive, at 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday. January 19
Women's
Christian
The
Fellowship of the First Christian
Chtirch will meet at the church at
ten a.m with the program by
Mrs. George Hart.
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From Famous "ViLLAGER" Mill
Reg. '3.99 Dacron & Cotton
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Ours exclusive, from Famous "Villager"
Mill, screen printed knits at a fraction
of regular 'Nice! 45" wide, machine
washable. Ideal for pant tops, blouses
and dresses!
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Be there Monday, January 18, and see the largest selection
of New Spring Polyester Double Knits anywhere! Be the
first one to see the new look in Polyester Knits for Spring! %
Your money back if you don't save from '2.00 to 5.00 a
yyard on these!
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The Dorothy Group of the First
Baptist WMS will meet at the
home of Mrs Durwood Beatti
Farris Avenue, folloaine
eeneral meeting at the church al
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The Baptist Women of the First
Baptist Church will meet at the
church at nine a.m.'.
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The Music Department of the
Murray Woman's Clubiteril have
a potluck dinner meeting at the
club house at 6:30 p.m. Hostesses
will be Mesdames Charles
Cimons, Josiah Darnall, Keith
Hays, James Carlin, Leo Blair,
Millard Carman, Harold Gish,
and James Lassiter.
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SENSATIONAL BUY!

The WSCS of the Martin's
Chapel United Methodist Church
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Louise Bynum at seven p.m.

1963

me ifs's

The Coldwater Homemakers
Club will meet with Mil: Bffl
Adams at one p.m.
Circle I of the WSCS of the First
United Methodist Church will
meet at the social hall of the
church at two p.m.
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Never before such a tremendous selection!
wide.
Never before such fine quality! _Never before at such a low, low price! All Full Mill Bolts, 60" to 72"
from!
Every yard guaranteed First Quality! Over 20,000 yards of all New Spring Polyester Knits to choose
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Monday, January 18
The Penny Homemakers Club
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Richard Armstrong at ten a.m. A
potluck luncheon will be served.
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The EIMli recital of Sue
Mansfield, Timonium, Md.,
pianot and Lyle Hamm,
Philmont, N. Y., French horn,
will be at three p.m. at the recital
hall, Price Doyle Fine, Arts
Building, Murray State. No
charge and the public is invited.
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Mr. and Mrs. Steve Duncan of
Allen Pick, Mich., will be
honored on their golden wedding
anniversary with a reception at
the Murray Woman's Club house
from two to four p.m. All
relatives and friends are invited.

Hwy. 641 So.
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1205 Chestnut Street

Sunday, January 17
The Executive Board of the
Murray Women's Bowling
Association will meet at 3:30 p.m.
at the Triangle Inn. All board
members should attend as well as
any other interested members.
Plans for the city tournament will
be discussed.
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AUTOS FOR SALE

FOR SALE
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Visit
Lassiter-McKinney

Datsun

them to the
Excellent
Make it a
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AT OUR NEW LOCATION
ON HWY. 641 SOUTH
For The Best
Used Car Deals!

$e Datsun, 4 door sedan, 4
speed, air-conditioning,
AM-FM radio, 19,000
miles, like new $1695.00
lOP Datsun Station wagon,
yellow, 4 speed, luggage
rack, radio, $1825.00
1068 Chevrolet Van, extra
clean $1450.00
V.W., Red, 4 speed,
radio, excellent shape,
$1495.00
MS Ford Galaxie 500,2 door
hard top, V-8, automatic
transmission, steering,
air-conditioner, sharp,
42195.00
IWO Datsun Pick-Up, 20,000
miles red, like new,
$1495.00
DN. Plymouth Fury II, 4
V-8,
sedan,
door
automatic transmission,
steering, air-conditioner,
$1195.00
1964 V.W. Bus, 9 passenger,
in excellent shape,
$995.00
1862 Chevrolet Li ton PickUp Truck, 6 cylinder,
stick shift, this truck is in
excellent shape, $950.00
1962 Oldsmobile F 65 Station
Wagon, Automatic
transmission, steering,
clean $595.00
1963 Chevy II, 2 door sedan,6
cylinder automatic, good
sound car, $595.00
1964 Dodge Dart G.T., 6
cylinder, automatic
transmission,2 door hard
top, red, sharp, $750.00
1968 Starcraft Camper, like
new, $1295.00

Lassiter-McKinney
Datsun

1

604 S. 12th Street
'open evenings til •
8:00 p.m.

10 x 55 MOBILE home, fully
carpeted, furnished, air conditioned, underpenned, antenna,
sell,
gas. Must
natural
graduating. 14A Shady Oaks,
J18P
9519.

SPEED QUEEN KELVINATOR

City
Ordinance

Crossword Puzzle

Proclamation

ACROSS

WHEREAS,on January 14, 1971,
God called Hiram L. Tucker to
his heavenly reward; and

1 Peruse
5 Killed
9 Move sidewise
10 Fork prongs
12 Amend
13 Christian

5 Beef

'
7 Abstract
6

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
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J20C CITY OF MURRAY, KEN manner and high ideals; and be it
JleC seen at 304 South 16th.
J16C
6:00p.m.
I IKEE11111111111
IIIIIII
TUCKY, AS FOLLOWS.
further
34 Conjunction
20
Buick. WIT:
1969
one
AND
1958
ONE
cup
RIMFall111111
Winit
35
IMOri;i;i
CHROME DINETTE Set and six FURNISHED APARTMENT for
our
convey
we
That
ED,
J
RESOLV
Shade
36
19C
,
763-6670.
Hamilton
JiminY
Phone
boys.
J16C
college
four
or
753-6160.
Phone
three
chairs.
11111M111111111111::4:1111111111111
SECTION 1: From and after profound sorrow and deepest
753-7381 days or 753-5108 after
of
exadoption
and
final
family
his
the
of
sympathy to
J16C 1968 IMPALA COUPE,307 motor, the date
1952 FORD TRACTOR, 4 piece 5:00p.m.
r
frysaPup
ldri
Sh5uPlia
P
38 :e
40
white vinyl this ordinance, all vehicula press appreciation for his con- 37
hardtop,
door
two
r
cultivato
disc,
t.
Plow,
equipmen
traffic on Hughes Street from tributions to his city, county, 42 Repulse
power.
and
air
factory
roof,
.
a
1970.
in
and bushhog. Bought new
43 Ascends
th
322C Fifteenth Street to Fourteen state and nation, for his devotion 44 Satiate
Phone 753-2521
FORMER TV SERVICE
New rebuilt motor. 3 used
ceed from west to to Rotary and for the enrichment 45 Places
shallpro
Street
CENTER BUILDING
bicycles, 1-26", 2-24". Phone 753that each of his acquaintances
1968 GTO, 4 speed, vinyl top, east.
J16P on South 4th Street.
DOWN
7143.
received from him; and be it
conexcellent
mags,
factory
bath,
Including: Sauna
II: All ordinances or further
N
1 Mature
SECTIO
7534115
Phone
$1600.00.
dition,
STOVE 30" electric, large oven, TV display room, offices ai
2 Paradise
of the City
J111c portions of ordinances
after 5:00p.m.
A state
white. Excellent condition. Phone lots of parking space.
Kentucky, In conflict RESOLVED,That this resolution 3(abbe.)
Murray,
of
J16C For more information call
753-7931.
to
of
Board
repealed
the
4
hereby
Produce
family,
are
Distr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc.
be sent to the
NEAT RED 1966 Mustang GT. herewith
GUY SPANN REALTY
and to Realtors and the news media.
conflict
such
of
extent
the
Bucket seats, four speed, one
Phone 753-7724
1967 EMBASSY three bedroom
only.
J1
owner car. Very clean, Phoike" such extent
trailer, completely carpeted, all
With deep appreciation
after
753-5402
or
days
753-3456
birch paneling. Unfui nished
Ills Any person, The Committee
N
SECTIO
J19C
5:00p.m.
except for stove and refrigerator,
firm, corporation or other legal
two extra air conditioners, un- PRIVATE OR SEMI-Private
entity found guilty of violating Ronald Churchill
and
heat
Central
for
girls.
rooms
t
derpenned, all electric. Excellen
HELP WANTED
any provision of this ordinance L. H. Hortin
enPrivate
ning.
air
conditio
J16C
conditon. Phone 753-1585.
Ii
shall be deemed guilty of a Ralph Woods
1630
trance and kitchen.
WOMEN! DO you need e
upon conand,
tanor
misdeam
ATTENTION FARMERS! Save Hamilton. Phone 753-2688 after money to help with winter
viction thereof, shall be fined not PRIMITIVE RT
J18C
money on plant bed canvas. 3 5:30p.m.
penses? Earn up to $4.00 per
(11.00) nor
less than One
DETROIT (UPI) - Detroit
yard, 4 yard and 5 yard widths.
in spare time as a Venda Beau
more than Ten Dollars ($10.013) Zoo Director Robert F. Wilson
rot
resistant
22x18
Mills
Kendall
FURNISHED MOBILE home on Counselor, 753-1711.
fur each offense.
says during a trip west he saw
metal Kentucky Lake, 10 miles from
with
construction
by a monkey which
gromlets. $7.88 per 100 yard Murray in Panorama Shores, A GOOD MAN to fill vacancy In ADOPTED
FIRST a painting
ON
so he decided
$1,000,
for
sold
cover at Belk's in Paris,Term.
living
two bedrooms, 15x15 ft.
Murray area. Represent Temp READING ON THE 14th DAY
put four of his chimpanzeei to
J16C
room, seperate dining room, Oil Company. Air mail G.
R;1971
JAN1JA
OF
work.
central electric heat and air Dickerson, Pres., South
They already have turned out
TIRE SALE: 4-ply nylon white conditioning. New sithances, Petroleum Corp., Ft. Worth, TeL
10 oil paintings which will be
sidewall, premium grade, wrap including washer. On private lot.
Common Council, City Of
JAC
auctioned off later this Month
TFC
around tread design. Federal Phone 436-5671.
Murray, Kentucky
Detroit Zoological
by the
Ellis Mayor,
Holmes
excise tax included on all prices.
By
WANTED: WOMEN TO do house'
Society to raise money for the
Ky.
Murray,
of
City
775x14-$21.23. EXTRA NICE 10x50, two
650x13-$17.85.
day a week, inZOO.
855x14-$23.63. bedroom trailer. Pretty shady cleaning, one
825x14-$22.09.
31-YEAR SOLDIER DRAFTED-U.S. Army Sgt. Earl GarPhone
ironing.
cluding
"We gave them the brushes,
23.63.
845115-6
den, Philadelphia, who has been on active duty since
Attest:
815x15-$22.09.
and grass lawn. One mile from after 5:00p.m.
J1
in their
1939, shows his daughter, Angela, 10, his draft notice
Stanford Andrus Clerk, City placed the palettes
900x15-$25.07. 4-ply Polyester city, available January 16. Can
hands and pointed at the
he received from a local board. There was no Selective
white sidewall; 885x14-$26.37. be seen anytime. Phone 753of
canvas," Wilson said. They
Service when he joined the Army. Officials of Local
J16P
Murray, Kentucky
845x15-$25.25. 6-ply pick-up truck 5109.
WANTED TO BUY
took it from there."
Board 140 could not be reached for comment.
tires premium traction; 700x15$28.80,.... Compare price and LARGE FURNISHED apartquality._ You can't beat Uncle ment, complete with kitchen, gas WANT TO buy; logs and standing
MALeBE HE'LL Et ONE OF THOSE
WELL MA•4114E HUNDREDS
HE'S SONS TO SOAR-1140USAND5
J27C beat. Available February 1, for timber. Also have for sale lumber
Jeff's.
EAGLES C0140 JOST s.1AUC AROUND
OF FEET ALINE THE EiRall42)
FEET A80V'E THE GROUND_
OF
Mill
four boys. Phone 753-3143. J16C and sawdust.-Murray Saw
43
and Lumber Co. Phone 753-4147.
EXTREMELY HEAVY work
TFC
table. Three feet high, five feet THREE ROOM suite of offices.
wide and about eight feet long. Central heat and air, paneled and
Legs are four by four's, heavily all carpeted. Plenty of free
NOTICE
braced. See at Ledger and
parking. Phone 753-7724 between
J16NC
Times.
_
ITC
8:00a.m. and 5:00p.m.

* WASHERS
* DRYERS

* ItANGES
* REFRIGERATORS

Sales and Service

FENTON & HODGE
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SERVICES OFFERED

ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser:
ASSUME PAYMENTS of $18 per TWO BEDROOM modern house, vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky. C M.
month on small spinet piano. near Coldwater. Waterfurn.sce, Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far$80.00 per month. Reliable mington, Kentucky.
Leach's MuSic Center,753J29NC
J19C
J19C couple. Phone 489-2238.
7575.

FURNITURE REFINISHING.
All work guaranteed. Free pickEIGHT GAS space heaters with
up and delivery. Free estimate.
ats and stacks vented.
thermost
Antique or natural finish. Jerry
Phone 474-2298. J18C
each.
$15.00
F16C
McCoy,753-3045.
MUSIC MAJOR at University
will teach private lessons, piano
or violin in students home. Phone
J19C
753-3549.

USED TRAILERS: presently
rented. Need to sell before next
semester. Also one building lot
for 4-plex and one for duplex.
Phone 753-6234 or 753-6202. JILIC

Nancy

SNOW
ON MY
TELEY-KON

UNFURNISHED HOUSE, five
FOR SALE OR RENT
rooms and bath on South 12th
Rowland
Call
Street.
Refrigeration Sales & Service THREE-BEDROOM house,
JI9C
753-2825.
aluminum siding, gas heat.
Couple preferred, no pets.
now. Located 1621
ONE BEDROOM bailer. Couple Available
J19P
753-3220
Phone
Farmer.
Dill
Or one person only. See B.B.
Dill's Trailer Court. No phone
JleiC
calla please.

SIAMESE KITTEN. Reasonab
PART TIME secretarial work
furnished
priced. Phone 753-2670 after 5:00 THREE
ROOM
tions.
qualifica
Good
In Memory
available.
J18P apartment with private bath and
p.m.
JI6C
Phone 7534147, '
entrance. For one or two college
IN LOVING memory of our
LOVELY SIAMESE kittens. boys. Near University. Low rent. beloved aunt Mrs. Viola M. Greer
FOR ALL your home alterations, Very reasonably priced. Phone Phone 753-5921.
J18P
who passed away January 17,
repairs, remodeling, etc., new or 753-3116 before 12:00 and after
7534123.
J18P NICE DOUBLE room and single 1969
old. Free estimates. Call
5:00p.m.
No longer here our lives to
-February 15NC
room for University girl students. share, but in our hearts you'll
Near campus. Phone 7534719 always be here. Your love is a
GENERAL REPAIRING, odd FRIGLIDAIRE
J18C
after 5:00p.m.
good
In
.
keepsake, with which we will
ERATOR
REFRIG
paibting. Phone 43575802.
pump
on
never part,though God has you in
J21C condition. Also Remingt
J18C REAL ESTATE FOR SALE His keeping, we have you in our
shotgun. Phone 753-6862.
hearts.
WILL KEEP elderly lady in
25 ACRES with four room house
.
available
t,
basemen
room
finished,
female
Private
quite
old
not
bone.
TWO TEN month
Miss you so much
Plume 753-8166 after 6:00 p.m.
registered Settera....yhona 753- asonable. Two miles west of
Artie Mae and Artie Laura
n's
JISC Lynn Grove, turn at Crittente
JtiC
IT
8870.
4.
Store,south two miles. Phone 435•
J21C
5802.
BABY BED, mattress, play pen.
In excellent condition. Phont 753or
CARD OF THANKS
WANTED TO BUY
J19P THREE BEDROOM home
7105.
income property, two lots, 200 x
200, two miles from Murray, City WE THE family of Fannie Griffin
WANTED- ACREAGE or old
water. Ready to go. Completely wish to express our heartfelt
farm, 80 acres approximately.
LOST & FOUND
furnished two year old. Will trade thanks to all our friends and
From owner. Some tillable reet
part for late model pick-up and neighbors for the flowers and
•
pasture State price in first letter.
camper. Pficed to sell. M- food. Also a special thanks to Dr.
full
cat,
LARGE grey
, FOUND:
.119C Hugh Houston, all the nurses
M. Brown, General Delivery
753Phone
AW
Street.
Vine
on
found
JI6P
-:-Murray, Kentucky.
J19C
the 3rd floor, Brother Tho
6050.
FOR SALE OR TRADE
Bullock, Brother Roger Joseph
Murray.
in
home
Mrs. Johnny Linn and the Ra
trains
NICE BRICK
WANT TD buy electric
in .black Wellecglest. Will sell or trade for-Unn Funeral Home.
glasses
BOYS
LOST:
any
Americari -tVr .or Lionel,
write!WIC
Ruby Haley.
753-2707 rease hativeen Murray Hi
a farm. If interested..
Age or- corittinn. Phone
Vine Street Phone 753-5877. J10C 32,Murray,Kentucky. .
J29NC
Murray.K.
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Provisions ...

Funeral Services Held
For Mrs. Mary Theobald

t Continued From Page One t

Murray High Survives
Scare By Fulton City

The final rites for Mrs. Mary
Theobald of Boaz Route One were
held Friday at two p.m. at the
Alan Weatherly and Steve
Scotts Grove Baptist Church with
FULTON, Ky. — The winless
Rev. Howell T. Spees and Rev. Fulton City Bulldogs threw a Hale led the Tigers with 22
each. Ricky Jones conLeon Penick officiating.
big scare at Murray High, be- points
19 points, while Dayton
tributed
-ranked
eighth
the
as
served
Grandsons
fore falling to
Lassiter added 10 markers.
pallbearers who were Charles Tigers, 80-70, here Friday night.
Fulton City's James Campbell
The Bulldogs, now 0-10, kept
Tutt, Bill Thompson, Bobby
led his team with 25 points and
Toon's
Bobby
Coach
with
pace
Wilson,
Theobald, Tommy
of the game-scoring honors. Fred
Homer Fred Williams, and Bill Tigers throughout most
Large and Mike Smith netted 16
game.
and 13 markers respectively,
Murray High jurgped out in while Charles Whitnel followed
Burial was in the church
first
the
of
end
the
at
front
cemetery with the arrangements
up with 10.
23-18 lead over
by the Max Churchill Funeral stanza, taking a
The Tigers, now 7-3, and the
the Bulldogs.
Bulldogs, pulled down the same
Home.
Scoring was even In the number of rebounds as the final
Mrs. Theobald, age 89, died
both teams score indicated.
Wednesday at Lourdes Hospital, second quarter as
netted 16 points, giving the
Paducah.
Tigers a 39-34 advantage at in- MMug1g533 a IS SO
IS 34 04 TO
func.Ctty
termission.
Amps .19.
MURRAY HIGH (801
Signup period will be March 1
But the Bulldogs found their Lassiter
10, MeCulston 3, Weveakori,
12.
Kale
period,
21.
third
the
in
eye
through April 9 at County
shooting
mum). CITY (701—Caripleall 116
program
and outscored Murray, 20-16, to Luse 16. Smith 13, WhItasoM 10.
Offices. The
4. Moore 2.
ThArPe
55-54,
creep to within one point,
voluntary and open to producers JANUARY 14, 1971
as the period came to an end.
with farms having corn Farm ADULTS 101
The Tigers built up a 10-point
Feed Grain bases will
NURSERY 4
lead in the final quarter, and
substantially the same as for
took the final margin of victory.,
1970.
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs.
or
(
one
up
sign
A producer may
Baby Boy Armstrong
(Continued From Page One)
more farms in which he has an Gedia Armstrong), Rt. 7,
should be there expressed by
interest and not sign up others, as Murray.
anyone responsible for our inhe chooses.
volvement there, and that inDISMISSALS
From The
When a producer signs up, he
cludes four presidents and their
agrees to set aside an acreage to Van Childress, Rt. 1, Hardin;
secretaries of state and defense."
be put in conserving uses. The Mrs. Linda Wright, Rt. 4,
U. S. Sen. William Falbrightset-aside percentage has been Murray; Mrs. Edwina Bucy, E-12
-His own record of being contentatively set at 20 percent for Fox Meadows Rt. 7, Murray;
(Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.)
cerned with anything except his
planning purposes by the U. S. Mrs. Niva Barnett, Rt 5, Box
United Press International own political aggrandizement is ,
By
with
Kelley,
Agriculture,
of
Anna
Department
2254, Murray; Mrs.
Hubert
WASHINGTON—Sen.
shabby indeed. He has been
actual set-aside percentage to be 1611 Loche Lomond Dr., Murray;
D-Minn., criticiz- opposed to racial integration in
announced before signup begins. Mrs. Ann Beane, Rt. 5 Box 2241, H. Humphrey,
President Nixon for his schools and was a violent opBy participating in the Murray; Robert Lowe, 307 N. 8th, ing
of the country:
leadership
becomes
ponent of President Eisenhower's ;
Murray; Master Jason Neal, 306
program, a producer
needs uplift; it
nation
"This
price-support 1st, Benton; Master Kevin
use, but not that of Governor
eligible for
need scolding." *.
Faubus,of the National Guard in
payment on one-half his feed Garland, Rt. 4, Murray; James doesn't
the Little Rock hassle as well as a
grain base and price-support loan Blalock, 311 N. 10th, Murray;
NEW ORLEANS—Dr. Clark great champion of the proposed
on all his feed grain production. Jerry Eldrige, Rt. 1, Almo; Odie
chairman of the Carnegie Dixon-Yates Contract that would
It is not nece‘sary that he Morris, 744 Nash Dr., Murray; Kerr,
on Higher Educa- have killed the WA."
produce feed grain in order to Mrs. Vernie Howard, Ftt. 1, Commission
of American
survey
a
in
tion,
less
if
1,11.1—"The carnpus militants
earn a payment. However,
Murray; Mrs. Willie Barber, 810
campuses:
and others, including a vast
than 45 percent of his feed grain N. 18th, Murray; Mrs. Margie
"Contrary to the impression number of old and young clergy
base is planted to feed grains, his Erwin, Rt. 1, Kirksey; Hiram
by many reports of seem convinced he and his
given
reduced
be
will
N.
18th,
farm's 1972 base
Tucker (expired), 403
disturbances, faculty
campus
successors ant the, greet
by the amount of the under- Warraymembers, gricTuate students research institutions are captives
planting, up to 20 percent of the
be
to
tend
undergraduates
and
of the military and its suppliers.i
base. If he plants no feed grains
in strong agreement that can understand their reluctance
or authorized substitute crops for
BOAT RELEASED
disruptions by activists are to spend their life energies and
three successive years, the feed
WASHINGTON (UPI)—Ecua- inimical to academic freedom
grain base could be removed.
ultirnely their lives in Harvard
dor released the American tuna and the educational process.''
Payments to producers parUniversity, the Army, er
boat Lexington after it paid a
ticipating in the 1971 Feed Grain
Lockheed for the advancemen(of
Sefor
fine
within
Fishing
fense
04.180
WASHINGTON—De
Set-Aside Program will be
such a cause."
Laird,
200-mile
the
limit
R.
by
claimed
Melvin
cretary
U. ;fp.
determined on the basis of the
'Pollution—The
W.
1971 farm yield for payment the South American country, asserting Gen Creighton
Department of Agriculture and
to Rep. Edward A. Abrams will remain in compurposes multiplied by one-half according
the land grant and other colleges
mand of American Forces in have pushed the high-powered
the feed grain base. If the Gamut:. D-Md.
1971:
The Lexington was seized 55 South Vietnam through
required set-aside is determined
and toxic fertllzers, herbicides,
"There is no change contem-{ pesticides and defoliants. Did
to be 20 percent, a preliminary miles off the Ecuadorian coast
plated for this year"
payment rate of 32 cents a bushel Monday.
they not know what they were
for corn and 23 cents a bushel (52
doing?
WASHINGTON — Bartender "I grew up in a tobacco patch
cents a hundredweight ) for grain No. 1 grade.
to
beers
serving
Kelly,
Harry
sorghum will be made. U the Substitution will be allowed for
my three brothers and three
customers and
required set-aside is less than 20 wheat and feed grains. That is, the first four women
sisters were poor, but free of lung
all-male
previously
preliminary acreage planted to wheat (above in the
percent, the
cancer along with everyone elle!.
be reduced a farm's wheat allotment) will be National Press flub:
payment will
But now tobacco growers and
"Here you are, and I hope
considered planted to feed grains
proportionately.
lung cancer are thriving buddie!.
it."
on
choke
In any case, the total payment for feed grain base history you
It takes a lot of public money .4p
will guarantee a producer not purposes. A producer with a feed
produce a lung cancer, perhaps
less than $1.35 per bushel for corn grain base dici a wheat allotment
more than it would cost to.cure it,
or 70 percent of parity, which can plant his eligible cropland NO BIKINIS
if anybody except the victnn
RIO DE JANEIRO UPI— wanted it cured."
ever is higher, on one-half of his acreage to wheat, corn, or grain
corn base. A guarantee of $1.24 sorghum without loss of history, The Public Security Secretariat A book by Dr. T.,11111S Pauling,
per bushel ($2.21 per hun- and will receive both wheat announced Friday bikinis and Ph. D., a two-time winner of the
dredweight) is provided for grain certificates and feed grain other costumes "which offend Nobel Prize in bio-chemistry,
sorghum. If the final payment payments. He must meet the set- the morals and decorum of published on December 7, 1970,
turns out to be less than the aside requirements for both family and public opinion," will the 29th anniversary of the
preliminary payment, no refund programs and maintain his be barred from carnival balls bombing of Pearl Harbor, was
will be required from producers. farm's conserving base, as well in February Costumes which described by Dr. Lowry as ''a
suggest religious habits or thing that could save move lives
Price-support loans will be as sign up for both programs.
available to program par- Other provisions of the 1971 military uniforms are also and money in as many years than
ticipants at $1.08 a bushel for No. Feed Grain Set-Aside Program banned.
were lost and spent in the war
2 Corn and $1.73 a hundredweight relate to use of set-aside acres,
that followed that terrible day.
for grain sorghum. These are land eligible for set-aside, types
"Its message is simple and
national average loan rates; tit conserving uses, payment
plain,". he said. "Two to three
county loan rates will vary limitation of $55,000 per person,
grams,* day of ascorbic acid
venting loss of base -history,
somewhat from these averse:4,s.
.4 Vitamin C)iirW prevent a cold or
The 1971 loan rates on oths$ and various regulations on
flu, and a gram an hour for a few
(Coadnaed From Page One)
feed grains will be: Barley, 81 program participation
hours will cure a cold or the flu in
cents per bashel; oats, 54 cents Hall said these previsions will,
as many hours.
them.
of
possible to mention all
per bushel; and rye, 89 cents per be publicized through newsletters
"Let him who will test the
Sincerely,
bushel. The wheat loan rate will and letters to producers, as well
G. Beaman, Ad- remedy. Ascorbic acid is nut a
Harold
be $1.25 a bushel, and the soybean as through further news releases
ministrator medicine. It is a food, a natural
loan rate will be $2.25 a bushel for to the press.
West View Nursing Home food. It can't be patented any
more than water, and it is nontoxic.
There is nothing new in the
ONE HOUR SERVICE
book, he emphasized, pointing
out that Dr. Pauling surveys
studies that have been made in
the field, and not being a
physician he could have the
results published.
Although an article dealing
with the same findings was
Jan. 19th & 20th'
I
written in 1964, he said, and
Good Tuesday a Wednesday
submitted to 11 professional
journals, none would publish it.
-One editor told the writer,"
MENS & WOM ENS
Dr. Lowry, said, "that it 'would
be harmful to the journal to
2 PIECE
publish a useful treatment for the
common cold.' "
Americans spend $500 million a
year on cold remedies. paieraea
and perscribed, he noted, and
"practically everyone had the
one ingredient used mostly in
snicides—asprin. Only sleeping
pills are used in more suicides."
Turning his guns on the
medical colleges, 1)r 1 etery
One noun
hinted that it may be that these
institutions are being used "for
the exclusive benefit of the great
pharmaceutical concerns, '•,•hict
use—willingly or unwillingly
TIft MOST IN DRY CLEANING
our physicians who are trained In
them and who are paid by the

Hall said.
The general outline of the new
feed grain program has already
been announced, he said, and full
information on all provisions are
expected before March 1, when
program signup begins.
"Our County Committee and
County ASCS Office will make
every effort to see that all farmers are fully informed.
Newsletters-and other materials
will be mailed to producers; and
additional press releases will be
issued," Hall said.
The ASC Committee Chairman
provided this summary of the
1971 feed grain set-aside program
provisions to date.
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